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The unbearable elusiveness of the
European Union spiritual heritage

Abstract

Conscious of its spiritual and moral heritage the Union is founded on the indivisible, universal values
of human dignity, freedom, equality and solidarity . This remarkable assertion in the preamble of the
Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union has received scant regard as the meaning of
spiritual is considered unproblematic. There is no interpretive guidance regarding the preamble and
still o o i i g atte pt at defi i g spi itual i the Eu opea o te t. Discussions about the
U io s spi itual di e sio i a ia l i si uate efe e es to its eligious oots a d histo i al
relationship with Christianity. Similarly, spiritual and spirituality, used interchangeably, are emerging
as umbrella terms and alternatives to eligio . The spi itual te i olog fa ou ed i European
political discourse is a more generic, neutral and inclusive expression suited to the secular
sensitivities of a pluralist society. However, overtime spirituality has emancipated itself from its
religious origins to plant new roots in various academic and professional disciplines. A multi-faceted
non-theistic e spi itualit has since emerged but has yet to migrate to the field of European
studies. The founding fathers had the vision of post-war Europe as a united political and spiritual
e tit . I light of toda s glo al isis, the Union must radically redefine itself as more than a
regeneration project for a continued and sustainable integration. Given the teleological tradition of
the European Court of Justice, the Charter preamble could impact on EU law interpretation and
development, spelling the advance of a spiritual age for European integration. This calls for a more
informed conceptualisation of this spi itual he itage .
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Introduction
The Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union, proclaimed at Nice in 2000, acquired
legal force following the ratification of the Treaty of Lisbon in 2009. Recital 2 of the Charter
preamble states: Conscious of its spiritual and moral heritage (added emphasis), the Union is
founded on the indivisible, universal values of human dignity, freedom, equality and solidarity; it is
based on the principles of democracy and the rule of law...
Whilst the substantive part dealing with rights, freedoms and principles is expounded on in the
Explanatory Notes of the Preasidium (2007) which drafted the Charter, there is no interpretive
guidance relating to the preamble. Accordingly, the operative part of the Charter is the main focus of
academic discussion whilst the remarkable assertion that the European Union has a spi itual
he itage has generated little rigorous scholarly examination. This scant regard stems from the view
that as e tai i g its ea i g is o side ed eithe o
o k o ledge o i sig ifi a t (Krause
2007), a gua l e ause it is see as a alte ati e te
to eligio . However, spirituality has
e o e a a epta le esea h topi of theo eti al a d e pi i al alue a oss se e al a ade i
disciplines, with implications for practice in nursing, psychology, education, management and
economics, for instance. In light of this g o i g od of lite atu e he e spi itual is i easi gl
non-religious, this ambiguous terminological choice highlights the complexity of what constitutes the
Union spiritual heritage. Its presence in an EU legislative document of constitutional value further
raises questions as to the legal relevance of the term and as to its role in defining the elusive nature
of the Union.
The scope here is not to explore the practicalities of spirituality but to consider how the open-ended
nature of its theorising raises the prospect of its application in the European Union. As non-religious
understandings of spirituality become more elaborate, this paper aims to debunk the assumption
that spi itual is a i sig ifi a t, u p o le ati te
hi h o li uel a d generally refers to
religion; and that its mention in the Charter preamble is essentially symbolic rather than of any legal
significance per se. The author starts to problematize the notion of the Union spiritual heritage by
pondering its relevance for European integration, before considering the confusing usage and
opaque meaning of spi itual te i olog . It is then posited that the U io s spi itual he itage
should be scrutinised more rigorously in light of the disti tio a d ig atio of the spi itual f o
the religious domain, which has led to the evolution of multi-faceted non-theistic meanings of
spirituality in a wide range of disciplines. Finally, given the teleological tradition of the European
Court of Justice, the Charter preamble may have more applied impact on the interpretation and
development of EU law. Therefore the article concludes that a more informed conceptualisation of
this spi itual he itage is essential.
Europe at a crossroad: time for spiritual integration
The founding fathers had an ambitious vision for the Europe arising from the ashes of World War II.
Christian-Democrats Schuman, Adenauer and de Gasperi were deeply affected by their experiences
of European conflicts and profoundly influenced by their faith. They aspired to a united Europe
based on principles of reconciliation, forgiveness, solidarity, equality, freedom for long lasting peace,
prosperity and sustainable stability between the European countries. The ultimate goal was for
Europe to become a federal, political, cultural and spiritual united entity. In 1949, Schuman stated
that the establishment of the Council of Europe was a fou datio al step to a ds the spiritual and
political co-operation from which there will arise the European spirit, the promise of a broad and
lasti g sup a atio al u io . However, whilst political and military integration was initially stalled by
concerns of the safeguarding of national sovereignties, the less threatening and more conceivable
economic route was selected as the first step towards European integration. Over the decades the
holistic vision of a united Europe was lost as economic integration became a goal in itself, as
illustrated by the way the EEC membership was sold to the British people as entering a mere
common market.

In 2001 Habermas reflected on the fulfilment of European integration goals through the relative
achievement of peace, democracy, economic growth and welfare. That same year the Laeken
De la atio stated that the Eu opea U io as at a oss oad, a defi i g o e t i its e iste e
and called for reflection upon its nature and direction. The convoluted result was the Treaty of
Lisbon 2009. After nine years of labour intensive negotiation and reflection, this Reform Treaty was
supposed to be the last for a long while, as it was meant to herald a new dawn for the European
project; to consolidate all previous achievements; and to pave the way for greater integration.
However, the economic crisis called for an early addendum with the adoption of the Compact Treaty
in 2012, drafted in a bid to combat national debt crises by tightening budgetary and fiscal discipline.
Today European integration successes are no longer self-evident. The unification project is
threatened on all fronts, not least by an erosion of trust and confidence in the political class. The EU,
particularly criticised in the media, is exposed as being neither truly united nor equipped to deal with
the challenge. The crisis underlines three perceived concerns: the inherent weaknesses of collective
decision- aki g; the eake i g of a u ited Eu ope ith Ge a see i gl sta di g apa t f o
the est; a d the eake i g of the EU Co
issio s statu e (Grant 2011). In addition, with the
increasing influence of commercial lobbyists and interest groups i the U io s opa ue de isio making processes to the detriment of effective citizens participation undermines the democratic
aspirations of the Union. Coupled with unemployment across the Union just below 11% (Eurostat
2014) economic growth and benefits for the masses are no more guaranteed outcomes. Welfare is
under attack as national governments frantically reform pensions, employment legislation and cut
public spending across the board (Kvist 2013) with sometimes devastating consequences for
individuals and their families, social justice and solidarity (Hardinghaus & Heyer 2012). Unification
itself is o o k g ou ds ith talks of se essio f o
e tai Me e “tates a d a ota le ise i
far-right politics and nationalism now reflected in membership of the recently elected European
Parliament. As fo pea e… g o i g so ial dis o te t a d i il u est ha e e e so slightl ee
o ki g the oat a d u de i ed the EU s i age i the pu li opi io .
Economic integration has essentially defined the Union as a problem-solving, instrumental,
functional and thus limited organisation. This picture traditionally leaves citizens aloof as long as the
Union is working and providing adequate solutions to market-based issues. However, the inability of
the EU to effectively tackle the present economic turmoil is a stark reminder that something is
missing from the European venture. De Gapseri already warned at the onset that an economic Union
ithout a highe politi al ill ould e o e i ele a t, u e essa a d potentially oppressive
(Frattini 2008). This is corroborated by current concerns over the reach of EU involvement beyond
economic policies towards socio- ultu al, i
ig atio a d fo eig poli
eal s;
the U io s
enlargement policy. The absence of a united, overarching core political entente are clearly having
damaging effects and graphically exposes the fragility of a polity solely based on economic dynamics,
thus throwing into doubt the very survival of the Union in the minds of many.
Whilst the Union has been at crossroads in its construction time and again, it has managed to move
on with further intergovernmental and inter-institutional negotiations, with compromises and optouts at the ready. Nevertheless, in the process, the Union has rarely succeeded in securing the
unwavering support and trust of its citizens whose views and opinions are still marginalised, their
effective participation in the democratic process yet to be fully realised. Consequently, the enduring
effort to bring the Union closer to its citizens is a most troubling and polemical affair characterised
by a series of starts and stops, awkward constitutional moments and lip-service assurances.
It is this ambiguity in the contested European political integration process that led to Delo s s all i
1992 to gi e Eu ope a soul, spi itualit a d ea i g ; all the more pertinent today as a perceived
functional Union is failing even on the very economic means upon which it is built. However, this call
for reflection on the spiritual dimension of the Union has generally been overlooked by academic
scholars, regardless of their fields of research, who assimilate spiritual concepts to identity issues
grounded in religious and cultural roots. This conceptual amalgamation was reflected in the

impassioned controversy surrounding a possible reference to god/Christianity/religion in the
preamble of the draft Constitutional Treaty, an issue somewhat settled with the Lisbon Treaty by the
eventual acknowledgement that the European Union draws inspiration from the cultural, religious
and hu a ist i he ita e of Eu ope . A bold statement for those staunch proponents of a purely
secular Europe, though their views previously prevailed in the drafting of the European Charter of
Funda e tal ‘ights a d its p ea le, he e eligious as epla ed
spi itual .
Therefore out of the three main constitutional documents that form the basis of the EU edifice, two
of these p ea les ake a e p ess efe e e to the U io s eligious a d spiritual legacy. It could
e a gued that the e as o e ui e e t fo the i lusio of self-defi i g p ea les to the
European Treaties and Charter of Fundamental rights, and more specifically no need for references
to such transcendental or normative ideals. However, Casanova (2006) points out that this would
ha e ee ou te p odu ti e a d self-defeati g gi e the U io s o stitutio alisatio p o ess
and its inherent pursuit for a common European identity, full integration, democratic legitimacy and
desire to be closer to its citizens. Instead the drafters attempted to enumerate the common,
u i e sal alues o self-e ide t t uths upo
hi h the U io is ased, a task hi h e ui ed
consensus and thus generated great debate and compromise, particularly in our post-Christian and
post-modern society. Still, Casanova adds that such normative declarations could hardly ground a
common European political identity, fo
ithout addressing explicitly the thorny question of
Eu ope's spi itual a d o al he itage a d its disputed ole i the ge esis of those supposedl
u i e sal alues , it is u likel that su h a p o la atio a ha e the desi ed effe t of i s i i g
those values as uniquely, particularly, o si pl poig a tl Eu opea (2006:81).
Problematizi g the Europea spiritual heritage
Defi i g soul , spi it , spi itual o spi itualit a e a pe ple i g e e ise i the st century as
their respective original definitions have undergone transformations in accordance with cultural and
contextual evolution. A basic lexicon review shows that meanings overlap, leading to the initial
distinction of the terms being so diluted that they are almost indistinguishable and tend to be as
s o
s of ea h othe . “pi itualit , i pa ti ula , has e e ged as a u
ella te e o passing
all of the above; and as an alternative (generic, neutral and inclusive) expression favoured in
European political discourse.
Soul , for instance, is seen as the spiritual, immaterial and immortal part of a sentient being. Its
usage also infers a moral, e otio al a d i telle tual ualit as the esse e o t ue atu e of o e s
identity. Certainly, European officials believe the U io s li i g a d sha i g soul Figel
to be
the inner compass and inner understanding of the constituent elements of its identity, intrinsically
li ked to a u de sta di g of its t aditio s, asi alues, i ilisatio , ideas a out the futu e,
e otio s a d a itio s (Ferrero-Waldner 2006). Eu ope s soul is cultural (Barroso 2006) and based
on common core and non-negotiable values such as tolerance, respect, freedom, the rule of law,
human dignity, diversity, conflict resolution and creativity. These are the foundational elements
hi h pe eate the U io s identity-making and bonding processes and ensure its peaceful
continuity. These are the elements which constitute the European spirit (Barroso 2006).
Spi it is said to be the incorporeal part of a being or their true self; and is also synonymous to the
real intended meaning of something as opposed to its literal or strict interpretation. As such it
bolsters a loftier understanding of identity rather than a tangible characterisation of the self. The
Eu opea spi it ge e all evokes the identity or essence of Europe in an imperceptible manner. In
turn, the European spirit means being conscious of belonging to a cultural family and to have a
willingness to serve that community in the spirit of total mutuality without any hidden motives of
hegemony or the selfish exploitation of others (Schuman 1949). It also sta ds fo the a olitio of
a as the o ti uatio of diplo a
othe ea s Fe e o-Waldner 2006).
It follo s that spi itual is a adje ti e efe i g to the hu a spi it o soul e o d the ate ial a d
physical realms; which seems to be the intended meaning of the word when labelling the EU as

spiritual, political or economic for instance. The adjective might also refer to an emotional, mental or
religious experience; to religious denominations and values; or to secular principles (i.e. neither
material nor temporal). Its use as a synonym for religious-related matters is commonplace.
Discussions about the U io s spi itual di e sio invariably insinuate references to its religious
roots and historical relationship with Christianity. It is indeed widely accepted that originating from
Je usale , Athe s a d ‘o e the U io is fou ded o the t iad of spi itualit , de o a a d
i di idual f eedo
ased o la
Fe e o-Waldner 2006). In other words, Europe was built on
Greek rationalism and culture; Roman concepts of justice, law and state organisation; and JudeoChristian values and principles (Blei 2002). This leitmotiv is further evidenced in the debates on a
efe e e to Eu ope s Ch istia oots o to God i the failed Eu opea Co stitution (Cvijic & Zucca
2004) and on the place of religious civil society in the governance of EU affairs (McRae 2010). The
interrelation between Christianity and European cultural identity is a historical fact also observed in
social science studies where it is posited that a sha ed eligious he itage ased o Ch istia alues…
may be seen as one formative cultural influence at the heart of and giving substan e to Eu opea
i ilisatio (Harding 1986:29).
As mentioned above, the founding fathers of the European project were Christian-Democrats who
drew on their faith to advocate European unity and spiritual integration. It is therefore not surprising
that in both political and public discourses religion and spiritual are usually synonymous. The latter is
thus used as an alternative word to suit secular sensitivities and the inclusiveness imperatives of a
pluralist society. Indeed, it is idel p esu ed that the Cha te s e tio to a spi itual he itage is
a i pli it efe e e to Eu ope s eligious o igi s (Mirabelli 2006). Admittedly, it can be seen as a
tokenistic compromise aimed at appeasing both religious and secular interests in the negotiations
over whether to include a reference to religion, God or Christianity in the EU Charter of fundamental
rights. In particular, the French government categorically opposed any reference to a religious
heritage in the Charter (Loncle 2000). Despite being a minority view (Deloche-Gaudez 2001), the
Convention on the drafting of the Charter nevertheless relented and chose instead to refer to the
spi itual a d o al he itage of the U io , a e p essio o o ed f o the p ea le of the
Statute of the Council of Europe (Loncle 2000). Both the Treaty on the European Union and the
Charter affirm that the Union is based on fundamental values which originate from the spiritual,
eligious, hu a ist a d ultu al oots of Eu ope s diverse traditions and peoples – reinforcing the
often unquestioned association between spiritual and religion.
Yet when both religion and spiritual are relatively distinguished, there is still no convincing or
systematic attempt at defining spi itual in the European context. Delors said that we would not
succeed with Europe solely on the basis of legal expertise or economic know-how. If in the next ten
ea s e ha e t a aged to gi e a soul to Eu ope, to gi e it spi itualit a d ea i g, the ga e ill
e up . This i itatio , p ese ted to European churches leaders in Brussels in 1992 led to the setting
up of the initiative A Soul for Europe, charged with giving the Union a spiritual and ethical dimension
and to facilitate an interfaith dialogue between EU institutions and religious communities.
Nevertheless, if eligio a d spi itual a e i te ha gea le te ms dictated by the needs of a secular
society – a d i light of Eu ope s Ch istia oots – why would we need to give spirituality to the
U io ? Delo s s all as a gua l equivocal. On the one hand, it might be argued that it was
interpreted literally, i.e. spirituality sourced in religious connotations. This seems to be the approach
of the i itiati e hi h took a fu tio al pe spe ti e a d i stead e dea ou ed to defi e the ole of
churches as representatives of the civil society and partners of good gover a e Fo et
. The
focus remained squarely on the exterior structural framework of the EU and its relations with
institutional religious and denominational organisations; rather than on the interior self-reflective
search for meaning and purpose.
On the other hand, it is contented that Delo s s all has ee
isi te p eted. Given both the
persistent assumption of an implicit relation to Eu ope s eligious histo and the interchangeable
use of spiritual-related terms, current political and academic discussion offer little clarity regarding

the i t i si a d p a ti al u de sta di g of the U io spi itual he itage. Mo e to the poi t, the
interspersed definitions and meanings of the terms cannot in themselves convincingly underpin an
effective conceptualisatio of Eu ope s spirituality, which therefore remains deceptive, contested,
intangible, evasive and intrinsically ambiguous; yet it is also intriguing and propitious to a new era of
European integration.
The te
spi itualit has itself undergone an extensive transformation through the ages leading to
its éloignement from religion whilst retaining its immaterial and metaphysical qualities. In its plural
form it traditionally referred to the material belonging or property of the church. Its meaning
evolved in 17th century to highlight the difference between the scared and the secular, i.e. the
spiritual or metaphysical dimension of an object as opposed to its worldly condition (Todd 2004). In
response to the autocratic absolutism, religious/Christian obscurantism, intellectual repression,
superstition and bigotry of the Dark Ages came the Enlightenment. With the Age of Reason human
being became autonomous; the point of reference for right and wrong; and acquired freedom:
democratic values and political rights gained importance, as did the protection of individual human
rights. In 18th and 19th centuries, the growing divide between the human- and spiritual-being was
further cemented by scientific discoveries and theories; and by the material advancements of the
industrial revolution. This reinforced the perception of a human-centred reality based on reason,
order, reductionism and determinism (Altes 2008, Geyer 2003) and underpinned the sweeping
secularisation of European states and institutions. Secularism can take many forms, including
church-state separation; the privatisation of religion or denial of religious influence in the public
sphere; state neutrality in a pluralistic society; or a rival alternative to religion.
With modernisation and the spread of secularisation that gripped Europe in 20th century, it is not
only the separation and marginalisation of the church from state that was achieved. The dissociation
between human- and spiritual- ei g has effe ti el st ipped Eu opea so iet of its enchanted self,
ths, agi a d the sa ed (Speers 200). This has contributed to the rise and dominance of a new
reality: the market economy and the technological world. In a consumerist and materialistic society,
disconnected from the natural world and pillagi g its esou es, the do i a e of the o petitio ,
effi ie
a d p ofit leit oti u de pi s o fli tual a d o f o tatio al elatio ships, ofte to the
detriment of environmental protection, animal welfare and human integrity (Altes 2008). The
growing influence of corporate lobbying, occurrences of corruption and arguably undemocratic
decision-making processes at the European institutional level also contribute to the impression that
the Union lacks moral fibre and social justice.
The denial of interconnected solidarity in the face of excessive market imperatives and self-interest
has since been wearing thin. Claims that the inevitability of modern progress would lead to the
complete secularisation and disappearance of religion in European society have also proved
unfounded. Instead, whilst public allegiance, membership and participation within a religious
institution are dwindling, personal interests in a spiritual life either remain or have increased.
Accordingly, secularisation has not stifled personal beliefs but rather transformed the nature of
religion and contributed to a spiritual landscape where people can believe without belonging to a
religious denomination (Davie 2007). The transformation of traditional religion and the increasing
rejection of a materialistic world view have heralded a rise in popular interest regarding spiritual
matters over the last four decades. Weste so iet is i the th all of a spi itual e olutio
ith the
emergence of a subjective-life spirituality and concomitant decline of congressional and religious
de o i atio s i flue e; there is growing empirical evidence that an increasing number of people
ide tif the sel es as spi itual ut ot eligious )i
aue
; Be ghuijis
; Kelle
3).
Religion is said to be progressively eclipsed by modern spirituality or spiritualities stemming from
personal experiences (Heelas 2005). Despite reservations expressed as to the validity of the claim
(Voas & Bruce 2010) global interest in spirituality has propelled the topic on the research agenda of
several academic disciplines, starting a megatrend that is changing how reality is perceived
(Aburdene 2010).

A se a ti e plo atio of the o d suggests that spi itualit is the o i ed esult of oth the
Latin spiritus (breath) and Greek enthousiasmos God ithi . Thus spi itualit lite all
ea s the
eath of the God ithi o di i e i spi atio Todd
, hi h ould e Delo s s i te p etatio :
this breath, whether divine, metaphysical or secular, is what should give the Union life, purpose,
meaningfulness and identity. Just as notions of citizenship, democracy and governance have evolved
to adopt and reflect a singularly Euro-centric understanding, spirituality needs to be re-examined
and re ast i light of the U io s p otea atu e. In the same vein as citizenship, which can be
qualified as ancient or modern, the distancing of spirituality from the strictly religious can be
des i ed as old spi itualit i.e. eligio versus e spi itualit o
ode , o te po a o
progressive).
The o eptualisatio of this
e spi itualit has opened new fields of research (e.g.
psychology/sociology/anthropology of spirituality). In light of the above discussion, the same should
apply to the field of European studies so as to provide a more informed debate on the meaning and
significance of the Union spiritual heritage.
Conceptualisations of spirituality
“pi itualit is ot a pi -a le te
ut i stead is used to o e a ultitude of ea i gs, including
but no longer restricted to religion. Holmes aptly highlights that overtime spirituality has
emancipated itself from its religious origins to plant new roots in various academic and professional
dis ipli es thus def [i g] effo ts to t eat it as a si gle dis ipli e ith a si gle defi itio Hol es
2010). It is highly contextual, subjective and means different things to different people. For some, it
is oade tha eligio fo although all hu a s a e spi itual, ot all hu a s a e eligious Sessana
2011). Although spi itualit
a e u de stood as the u i e sal sea h fo ea i g Hall
it is
not a universal concept or phenomenon. Whilst the study of spirituality has grown into an
acceptable research topic in theology, psychology, care sciences, education, public administration,
economics, management, sociology and social theory; the term is addressed in a myriad of different
ways by scholars of diverse backgrounds. Academic views, definitions and methodologies on the
study of spirituality vary greatly across and within disciplines – here is a brief overview.
In UK education, spirituality is ot tied to eligious edu atio a d o pe eates a hild s lea i g
and personal development strategy in the fostering of a sense of self, identity, meaning, purpose
and serf-worth (Ofsted 2004). In the field of leadership and workplace spirituality a i di idual s
spiritual dimension i the o k e i o e t is des i ed as the sum of the influence of family and
peers and interactions with mandated and chosen social structure and systems. Ge o
: . As
spirituality takes on different connotations from religion, leadership becomes associated with the
facilitation of spiritual development in the organisational community; interconnectedness
(transcendental capacity building) and self-actualisation; whilst transcendence of meaning
(existential capacity building) encourages the internalisation of organisational and work
commitment (Geroy 2005).
Spirituality has indeed become a megatrend in the world of economics, business and management,
especially in light of the economic and banking crises. The meaning of spirituality in this context is
u de stood as the desi e o t a s e de tal sea h fo the ulti ate ea i g of life ; hu an values;
elatio ship ith God/u i e se/di i it /ulti ate ealit ; i te o e tio a d e o e tio
ith
the self. As the more direct route to the sacred, spirituality has a public good character and should
inform a more ethical form of market economy (Bouckaert 2007). Accordingly, Thompson posits that
the Homo Economicus needs to evolve into Homo Spiritualis. The former is motivated by reason and
self-interest, where acts of kindness, goodness and altruism are grounded in instrumental and
utilitarian i pe ati es. B o t ast, Homo Spiritualis is a spiritual being with a passion for truth,
justice and goodness beyond self-interest [and] is a moral being. Homo Spiritualis has a sense of
hope for humanity and a worldview that there is something more, however undefinable, than the
ate ialist desi es of life
: . He concludes that the flourishment in virtue, purpose and

quality in business will bring balance and spirituality to global economics. Globalisation certainly
presents many challenges at the economic, political and social levels. In that regard, Verhelst (2007)
posits that a new equilibrium paradigm is required – one that is not male dominated but that
reunites the female and male qualities of human culture. This new paradigm would thus be based on
interconnectedness and spiritual depth rather than rivalry and meaningless rat- a e .
Interconnectedness is thus associated with mindfulness, wholeness, the sacred and the reenchantment of the world. Verhelst stresses the need for balance and to move away from dualistic
a d sepa atist app oa hes, hat he e uates to ph si al, st u tu al a d ultu al iole e . The efo e,
just as Homo Spiritualis combines the material and spiritual dimensions of human being,
interconnectedness joins the spiritual and rational understanding of reality together (2007:88-89).
It can be argued that spirituality in this context means the development of an economic
consciousness linked to the human spirit and thus to meaning, values, sacredness, transcendence
and connection; and founded on the principles of balance and interconnectedness. Essentially, this
spiritual awareness is prompted by a desire for change in o de to e o e… so ethi g o e.
Equally, spirituality is seen as a force in movements for political and social change. Here spirituality is
linked to notions of consciousness and connection, a supernatural source, community and human
potential (Pulido 1998). Spirituality thus has transformative powers that touch the individual human
being, collective community and ultimately the world. Pulido distinguishes the mind from the heart
and soul. She posits that whilst the mind is more concerned with logic and reason e.g. (political
arguments), the spirit is more important and a more effective way to initiate profound and
sustainable in in the heart and soul of society. In other words, spirituality in this sense is linked to
motivation and inspiration; and possibly morality, although she stresses that spirituality and ethics
a e disti t si e it is spirituality that informs the visionary dimension of activism
: .
“pi itualit is thus pe ei ed as a fo e o a esou e fo eati g po e .
Spirituality is also conceptualised as a form of intelligence, the latter understood as the fo us o
adapti e p o le sol i g E
o s
: . On the premise that intelligence is not a onedi e sio al o ept ut is i fa t ultifa eted Ga d e
,E
o s a gues that spi itualit
may be conceptualized in adaptive, cognitive-motivational terms, and may underlie a variety of
problem-sol i g skills ele a t to e e da life situatio s (2002:8). He concludes that spirituality
passes Ga d e s test fo i tellige e fo it fulfils the eu ologi al, de elop e tal, e olutio a a d
psychological criteria. In nursing, spirituality is studied in relation to its meaning and significance for
patient care and well- ei g, as p a titio e s e o e o e attu ed to i sta es of spi itual dist ess
Hol es
. As a i teg ati e e e g i patie t a e, spi itualit a e fa ilitated th ough a
conceptual consensus on the precise operational definition of spirituality from a scientific
pe spe ti e , i.e. a o -religious, non-partisan concept (Goddard 1995:285-288). The spiritual
dimension inherent to the human condition is also recognised as a biological and scientific truth, as
by virtue of being human, all persons, at all ages, are bio-psycho-social-spi itual ei gs… e e o e is
spiritual Bu kha dt
02:8). As an intrinsic physiological element and biologically structured
dimension of human beings, spirituality is e edded i
elatio al o s ious ess to e su e ou
survival and evolution on the planet (Hay 2009).
Despite claims of reductionism levelled at the above approaches, the human being and mind placed
at the heart of spirituality is recognised as the highest authority in many disciplines. According to
Helminiak (2006:12), the confounding of the human spirit as an expression of God or the divine is a
historical quirk which dates back to the i th of Ch istia it . I spi ed P thago as s theo e of the
perfect triangle – product of the human mind and insights – Plato elie ed that ideas e e the
eall eal, ete al a d u ha gi g a d that thei e p essio i the ph si al o ld ould ot each
their ideal state of perfection. Helmi iak e plai s that Plato the projected the insightful
achievements of the human mind into a supposed separate, spiritual realm, the World of Ideas and
Forms, where perfect ealities e ists . Transposed into the Christian paradigm, the World of Ideas
became heaven where God dwells. Therefore, if insights (inspiration, motivation, values) of the

human mind originate from the World of Ideas, then in Christian terms they originate from God or
the divine. This embroilment of spirituality ith theolog is e plai ed as an accident of history,
enshrined in religious faith, and e o e i t a sige t . Relying on the distinction between the
spiritual (firmly rooted in the human) and the religious or divine, Helminiak promotes a non-theistic
approach to the conceptualisation and eventual operationalization of a psychology of spirituality.
Ulti atel , spirituality is not only about what is beyond human limits; it is the sensibility of
incompleteness in the journeying. For something so intangible, spirituality produces its own
tangibilities felt and known by those with the wisdom to quest and perhaps to fi d Fla aga
2010:1). The current global, regional and national upheavals faced by the Union could be the turning
poi t fo Eu ope s consciousness. Just as it seems that the Union is struggling to remain relevant, a
broader conception of spirituality would break down the self-imposed limitations inherent to a
mechanistic tunnel-vision of European integration rooted in economic objectives and
religious/Christian influence. A re-interpretation of the Union spiritual dimension and heritage could
inspire a more holistic and meaningful imagined reality and identity for Europe – heralding a spiritual
age. This would echo principles of quantum mechanics that all reality is interrelated; that the world
is an indivisible whole which is greater than the sum of its parts; and that natural systems flow from
stability to chaos to a re-ordering to a higher state of self-o ga isatio ‘osado
.
On the value of the Charter preamble
As the Charter is addressed to the EU institutions which are under an obligation to respect, protect,
promote and conform to Charter rights in the exercise of their powers and other EU-related
activities, the Charter preamble might be utilised in the legislative and decision-making process.
Furthermore, given the creative judicial activism of the European Court (ECJ), which is inspired by
the legal traditions of the Union Member States, it is not implausible to envisage that the Charter
preamble could be used to interpret or found new EU legal principles. With the right set of
circumstances, o side i g the p ea le s o je ti es, principles and values might be required to
shed light on existing EU law provisions. Indeed, although the Charter preamble has yet to be
interpreted, it has nevertheless already been referred to in case-law.
The Charter, alongside the Treaties on the European Union and on the Functioning of the European
Union, is primary legislation of constitutional value. Constitutional/treaty preambles are often seen
as political statements highlighting the historical context, background, and/or objectives, values and
principles of a given state or organisation. Orgad (2010) posits that preambles have three main
functions: educational, explanatory and legal. The latter can be sub-divided in a further three
categories: ceremonial-symbolic, interpretative and substantive preambles. The first two categories
do not give preambles any legal force; whilst the third category is the substantive type of preambles
which bear legal force. Orgad refers to countries where constitutional preambles have either been
awarded constitutional legal status and used to produce substantive rights (France), or been given
explicit legal force by either the judiciary (India) or a specific constitutional provision (Nepal).
In the EU legal order, it is argued that the function of Treaty preambles is more than merely
declaratory or perfunctory for they can have persuasive, interpretative and legal influence in the EU
law- and decision-making processes. Preambles are as binding as the main substantive component
of any treaty fo any principle secured in any part of an international treaty has indisputable legal
force and must be observed
the pa ties adhe i g to it othe ise this ould lead the a to
arbitrary ignorance or derogation from treaty provisions (Bogdanov 1972:29-30).
Schepers (1981) further states that it is possible for a Union Treaty preamble to be more than an
interpretative tool and can, in instances where given conditions are met, have the same legal effect
as the T eat s su sta ti e part. Basing his examination on the French approach, he argues that two
criteria have to be met for a preamble statement to be given legal significance: as an interpretative
tool the provision must be sufficiently precise (i.e. no mere abstract general principles); as a
provision of equal legal force to substantive obligations, the application of the preamble provision

should not require further introductory act or regulation (Schepers 1981:359). As to the first
criterion, Schepers believed that most of the provisions of the EEC Treaty preamble fulfilled it. As to
the second criterion, he proposed that the fifth recital of the Treaty preamble could serve as the
legal basis fo the EEC egio al poli as nowhere else in the Treaty [could] such a fundamental
formulatio of egio al poli
e fou d
:
. More recently, and unwittingly it is assumed, it
seems that the ECJ may have given effect to the preamble of the Charter of fundamental rights in
case C-555/07 Kücükdeveci. Fontanelli argues that i ruling that EU citizens must bear part of the
ost fo the a tual i ple e tatio of the Cha te s ights, the ECJ fi all a o plished the p ea le
of the Cha te , hi h a s the e efi ia ies of the ights p ote ted the ei that [e] jo e t of
these rights e tails espo si ilities … suggesti e of a e otio of solida it , hi h fo o e is ot
ased o a oppo tu isti eadi g of itize ship (2010:22-23). A point which can be reinforced by
the fifth recital of the Charter preamble which states that due regard is to be given to the
Praesidium s Explanatory Notes in the interpretation of the Charter by both the ECJ and domestic
courts – though the Explanatory Notes themselves have no legal force, this exhortation to have
recourse to them cannot and will not be ignored, thus giving further credence to the claim that the
Charter preamble may have legal ramifications.
Conclusion
Hot on the aftermath of World War II, the European venture was created to ensure peace, unity and
the well-being of European peoples. However, regardless of its previous forms and successive
reforms, the European edifice had never actually been tested against direct challenges to its primary
goals and underpinning raison d’être. In these times of economic and political crises the EU should
be weathering the storm with conviction, faith and confidence. It should be leading and not simply
reacting with knee jerk strategies.
What the EU is la ki g is i deed its o al o pass, its life philosoph , its i spi atio … the EU has
lost itself in endless reflections on its nature and inevitably reverts back to what it knows best: its
economic origins. However, European economic markets, cities and populations do not need to be
rebuilt, only tweaked. It is no more a question of survival therefore the point is not where we start,
but where we go next. Whilst the first 60 years were spent consolidating the common market it is
not an end in itself. Economic integration is a functional condition necessary to support unification
and serve the peoples of Europe in their quest for a good life – and it is time to focus on the latter. In
order for European integration to continue, the Union must clearly and radically redefine itself as
more than a regeneration project or mere economic fixer. The Charter preamble might provide us
with a tool to visualise a different and meaningful Union through a close examination of the meaning
a d sig ifi a e of the U io spi itual a d o al he itage . As o se ed the ‘efle tio G oup o
the Spiritual and Cultural Di e sio of Eu ope, e sou es of e e g
ust e fou d i Eu ope s
common culture to ensure genuine political cohesion and solidarity. Therefore, the spiritual factor
must become an essential element of a sustainable European integration (Biedenkopf 2005).
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